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This work proposes an analysis of conventional (single stage) and dual stage 14 
Closed-Loop Pressure Retarded Osmosis (CLPRO) for power generation from a 15 
salinity gradient resource. Model calculations were performed taking into account 16 
the influence of operating parameters such as the draw solution concentration, 17 
membrane area, and draw solution pressure on the performance of the CLPRO 18 
process. Modeling results showed that the dual stage CLPRO process 19 
outperformed the conventional CLPRO process and power generation increased 20 
18% by adding a second stage of PRO membrane. Multi-Effect Distillation (MED) 21 
was selected for the regeneration of the draw solution taking advantage of an 22 
available source of waste heat energy. The performance of MED process has 23 
been assessed by investigating two key parameters: the specific thermal 24 
consumption and the specific heat transfer area. The model calculations showed 25 
that the power generation by the single and dual stage CLPRO was higher than 26 
the electrical power consumption by the MED plant. In the case of the power 27 
generation obtained by the dual stage CLPRO, it was 95% higher than the 28 
electrical power consumption by the MED plant, proving the possibility of using 29 
low-grade heat for producing electricity from a salinity gradient resource.  30 
 31 
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 35 
1. Introduction: 36 
 37 
The application of salinity gradient resource for power generation has been 38 
widely recognized as an efficient and low cost approach of renewable energy [1-39 
8]. The most common techniques for power generation from a salinity gradient 40 
are the Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) and Reverse Electrodialysis (RED) 41 
[1-14].  PRO process has attracted a lot of attention for harvesting the energy of 42 
salinity gradient because of its high efficiency and flexibility to be combined with 43 
desalination technologies such as Reverse Osmosis (RO) [6, 7, 10, 12]. 44 
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Experimental works have demonstrated the feasibility of PRO process application 45 
in a small commercial power plant [15]. Closed-Loop PRO (CLPRO) has also 46 
been proposed for power generation as a heat engine but only few studies have 47 
been published in this field [8, 16, 17]. Previous studies focused on the 48 
performance of the PRO part and no data have been provided about the 49 
performance of the entire CLPRO-thermal system. Furthermore, no studies have 50 
been published yet on the potential of using closed-loop dual stage PRO process 51 
for power generation.  52 
 53 
PRO process uses osmotic energy as the driving force for power generation. A 54 
high osmotic pressure draw solution (DS) is fed at one side of a semipermeable 55 
membrane whereas a low osmotic pressure feed solution (FS) is pumped into the 56 
opposite side of the membrane to create an osmotic pressure gradient, which 57 
induces fresh water transportation towards the DS [Figure 1]. Fresh water 58 
transport across the membrane will convert the chemical potential into a 59 
hydraulic energy. Finally, the diluted DS is depressurized by a hydroturbine for 60 
power generation. Although PRO was suggested in the seventies [18], it did not 61 
receive considerable attention due to the technical limitations associated with the 62 
membrane permeability and rejection rate [14-19]. Recent developments in the 63 
membrane manufacturing industries have brought back the strong interest in the 64 
PRO concept for power generation [19-20]. New PRO membranes have high 65 
water permeability and rejection rate, which revolutionized the PRO and 66 
enhanced its performance [18]. Pilot plant tests using Toyobo membrane 67 
demonstrated high power density of 7.7 W/m2 [15], which was more than the 68 
theoretical recommended value (5 W/m2) for an economic PRO process [20]. 69 
Furthermore, previous studies have achieved power density larger than 10 W/m2 70 
using a laboratory fabricated PRO membrane and 6%-0.06% salinity gradient 71 
resource [19].  72 
 73 
One of the operating challenges for the PRO process is the selection of a 74 
suitable salinity gradient resource to create a sufficient driving force across the 75 
PRO membrane. A number of salinity gradients have been suggested by 76 
coupling seawater or brine from a Reverse Osmosis (RO) process with 77 
wastewater effluent or fresh water [14, 15, 20-22]. It is preferable applying high 78 
concentration DS to obtain high membrane flux across the PRO membrane. 79 
Previous works showed that Concentration Polarization (CP) across the 80 
membrane increases with increasing permeation flow and reducing the efficiency 81 
of PRO process [23-25]. CP is divided into dilutive and concentrative; dilutive CP 82 
occurs usually on the DS side whereas the concentrative CP occurs on the FS. 83 
However, using deionized water negates the effect of concentrative CP and 84 
improves the performance of PRO [23].  85 
 86 
Closed-Loop PRO (CLPRO) has been proposed as a means for salinity gradient 87 
energy capture when no natural streams are available [25]. The salinity gradient 88 
resource in the CLPRO process consists of a high osmotic pressure DS and 89 
deionized/low concentration FS [Figure 1A]. In this case, the diluted DS goes to a 90 
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regeneration unit after leaving the hydroturbine system [24]. The concentrated 91 
DS and fresh water are the products of the regeneration process which are 92 
recycled back to the PRO membrane. Due to the high purity of draw and feed 93 
solutions, CLPRO has the advantage of reducing the PRO membrane fouling, 94 
and allowing the recycling and reuse of the salinity gradient resource [8]. 95 
Furthermore, the osmotic pressure of the CLPRO process can be flexibly 96 
designed by changing the concentration and hydraulic pressure of DS. Figure 1 97 
shows a schematic diagram of single and dual stage CLRPO plants which are 98 
operated in a continuous mode. Practically, the feed solution would be 99 
contaminated due to NaCl back diffusion from the DS. Therefore, the feed 100 
solution needs purging over time whereas the concentration of DS can be 101 
adjusted by adding the NaCl stock solution. 102 
 103 
Some recent published studies have analyzed the performance of conventional 104 
PRO process in the CLPRO process [25-28]. Dual stage PRO (DSPRO) process 105 
has shown higher power generation potential than conventional PRO [27, 29]. 106 
The process has the potential of increasing the energy yield of salinity gradient 107 
and reducing the membrane fouling [27, 29, 32], but no studies have investigated 108 
its performance in a CLPRO system so far. The present study was focused on 109 
analyzing the performance of a dual stage CLPRO process and on 110 
demonstrating its advantages over the single stage CLPRO process. Also, the 111 
regeneration of the draw solution by a thermal desalination process such as 112 
Multi-effect distillation (MED) has been investigated. For this purpose, the use of 113 
a free source of waste heat has been considered and a certain specific electricity 114 
consumption of the MED system was assumed in the calculation of the net power 115 
generation of the PRO process. A pre-developed computer model was applied 116 
for optimizing the concentration and osmotic pressure of the DS, taking into 117 
account the effect of some key operating parameters such as the draw solution 118 
pressure, flow rates, and membrane area on the performance of the PRO 119 
process. The PRO model was calibrated using experimental data [12] and the 120 
PRO data outputs were taken as the inputs to the MED regeneration process for 121 
energy calculations purposes. For the regeneration part, a computer model was 122 
used in order to analyze the performance of MED system under several 123 
operating conditions. The results define a baseline for the potential and feasibility 124 
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2. Systems Modeling  130 
 131 
This section describes the models used for the optimization of the PRO system 132 
and the methodology used for the process simulation.  133 
 134 
2.1 PRO system  135 
 136 
Single and DSPRO were evaluated for a CLPRO process for power generation. 137 
Figures 1A and 1B show the schematic diagram of a single and dual stage 138 
CLPRO, respectively. For a single stage PRO, the membrane flux, DS 139 
concentration, recovery rate and power density were optimized taking into 140 
account the effect of membrane area, draw solution pressure and DS flow rate on 141 
the performance of the PRO process. The following equations were applied for 142 
estimating the performance and the power generation of a single stage CLPRO 143 
process [23]. Initially, the membrane area and the draw solution pressure were 144 
assumed and the PRO permeate flow rate, Qp1, was estimated by the following 145 
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 149 
where, QP1 is the permeate flow rate (in m3/h), 1Db and 1Fb  are the osmotic 150 
pressures, respectively, of the bulk draw and bulk feed solution (in bar), k is the 151 
mass transfer coefficient (in m/s), Am1 is the PRO membrane area (m2), Aw is 152 
water permeability coefficient (in L/m2h bar), ∆P is the hydraulic pressure across 153 
the PRO membrane (in bar), K is the solute resistivity for diffusion within the 154 
porous support layer (in s/m), and B is the solute permeability coefficient (in m/h). 155 
Equation 1 estimates water flux when the draw solution is facing the membrane 156 
active layer (DS-AL) to reduce the effect of internal concentration polarization 157 
and salt accumulation in the membrane porous layer. However, it does not 158 
include the effect of external concentration polarization at the surface of porous 159 
layer at the feed side of the PRO membrane. A recent study by Nagy [28] 160 
demonstrated the impact of external mass transfer resistance on the 161 
performance of PRO process. Interestingly, internal concentration polarization 162 
becomes less severe at high cross flow velocities hence the simulations in the 163 
present work were performed at high cross flow velocities. It should be 164 
mentioned that Equation 1 was developed to predict the performance of flat sheet 165 
PRO membrane and there is not experimental formula to calculate the 166 
membrane flux in a full scale PRO module yet. Furthermore, 
1Fb was assumed 167 
zero because the feed solution in the CLPRO process is a distilled water; i.e.
1Fb  168 
<< 1Db . It was also assumed that the operating hydraulic pressure was the 169 
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average osmotic pressure between
1Fb  and 1Db , hence 1Db was calculated from 170 
the following equation [21]: 171 
 172 
11 *2 FbDb P              [2] 173 
 174 
Water flux, Jw1 (in L/m2h), is a function of the permeate flow and the membrane 175 
area; i.e. Jw1 = Qp1/Am. Van't Hoff equation was used for estimating the osmotic 176 
pressure of the bulk draw solution [29]: 177 
 178 
nDb mT  )273(12.11    [3] 179 
 180 
where, T is feed temperature (in Kelvin), mn is the molar concentration of nth ion 181 
species. It should be mentioned that NaCl was proposed as the DS of CLPRO 182 
process in this study. Equation 3 can be re-arranged to estimate 1Db in mg/L as 183 
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 191 
where, CNab is the bulk concentration of Na ions (in mg/L), MwNa and MwCl are 192 
the molecular weight of Na and Cl ions (in mg/M), respectively, and CClb is the 193 
bulk concentration of Cl ions (in mg/L).  194 
 195 
On the other hand, the inlet concentration of the draw solution, CDi1, was 196 
estimated from the mass and flow balance equation in the draw solution side of 197 
the membrane: 198 
 199 
111111 *** DoDoPPDiDi QCQCQC        [7] 200 
 201 
 202 















where CP1 is the permeate concentration (in mg/L). Assuming that CP1 is 208 
negligible, CP1 << CDo1 and CDi1, and replacing equation 8 in equation 7:  209 
 210 
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  214 
where, CDo1 is the outlet concentration of the DS (in mg/L), CDi1 is the inlet 215 
concentration of the DS (in mg/L), QDo1 is the outlet flow rate of the DS (in L/h), 216 
QDi1 is the inlet flow rate of the DS (in L/h), and CP is the permeate concentration 217 
(in mg/L). Eventually, CDo1 was calculated from replacing the value of CDi1 from 218 
equation 11 in equation 8. The power density, W1 (in W/m2), was calculated from 219 
equation 12 as follows: 220 
 221 
PJW w  *11     [12] 222 
 223 
The power generation, Pw (in kW), by the PRO process was calculated from the 224 
following equation: 225 
 226 
PQP Pw  *11     [13] 227 
 228 









       [14] 231 
 232 
where, QF1 is the feed flow rate (in L/h).  233 
 234 
In the case of the dual stage, the diluted DS from the first stage of the DSPRO 235 
process is divided into two streams after leaving the membrane [see Figure 1B]. 236 
The first stream goes back to a pressure exchanger to pressurize the DS. The 237 
second stream, with a volume equals to QP1, will be the draw solution of the 238 
second stage of the DSPRO process [Figure 2B]. This means that the flow rate of 239 
the DS in the second stage is equal to QP1. Furthermore, the hydraulic pressure 240 
of the first stage is equal to that of the second stage of the DSPRO process, 241 
assuming insignificant pressure losses in the first stage. The performance of the 242 
second stage of the PRO process was estimated using the following 243 
assumptions: 244 
 245 
1. Membrane area in the second stage of the DSPRO process is calculated 246 
as the ratio of osmotic pressure driving force of the second stage to that of 247 
the first stage multiplied by Am1; i.e. )/( 1212   mm AA . 248 
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2. Osmotic pressure of the DS in the second stage is equal to the osmotic 249 
pressure of the diluted DS from the first stage since the diluted DS from 250 
the first stage is the DS of the second stage of the DSPRO process. 251 
3. The osmotic pressure of FS is negligible (distilled water). 252 
 253 
The membrane flux in the second stage of the DSPRO process, Jw2, could be 254 
initially estimated from the solution diffusion model: 255 
 256 
)(2 PAJ ww          [15] 257 
 258 
where, Aw is the water permeability coefficient (in L/m2h.bar),  is the osmotic 259 
pressure gradient (in bar), and P is the hydraulic pressure difference (in bar). 260 
Likewise, the permeate flow rate in the second stage of the PRO process, QP2, 261 
was calculated as: 262 
 263 
222 * mwP AJQ        [16] 264 
 265 
where Am2 is the membrane area in the second stage of the DSPRO process (in 266 
m2). Noting that, QDo2 is the sum of QDi2 and QP2. Assuming CP2 << CDi2, the 267 
outlet concentration of the draw solution, CDo2, was calculated from the 268 
concentration and mass balance on the DS side of the second stage of the 269 











C        [17] 272 
 273 
where, CDi2 is the concentration of the DS in second stage (in mg/L). The outlet 274 
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 279 
where, MwNaCl is the molecular weight of NaCl (in mg/mol). The bulk 280 
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 284 
where 2Di is the inlet osmotic pressure of the DS in the second stage (in bar). 285 
Then, the membrane flux of the second stage of the DSPRO, Jw2, was estimated 286 
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 290 
In this case, the power density, W2 (in W/m2), was estimated from equation 21: 291 
 292 
PJW w  *22       [21] 293 
 294 
The power generation of the second stage of the DSPRO, Pw2 (in kWh), and the 295 
recovery rate, Re2 (%), were estimated from equations 22 and 23, respectively: 296 
 297 









           [23] 300 
 301 
where, QF2 is the feed flow rate of the second stage of the DSPRO process (L/h). 302 
The performance of the second stage of the PRO process was estimated by 303 





Figure 2: Schematic diagram that illustrates the steps for estimating the 307 
performance of the second stage of the PRO process  308 
 309 
2.2 Thermal system  310 
 311 
The main option that has been considered for regeneration of draw solution is 312 
Multiple Effect Distillation (MED) which represents the most efficient evaporative 313 
technology in the desalination industry [33-34]. The potential for improving its 314 
energy efficiency is large, especially by increasing the operating temperature 315 
over 70°C. Higher operating temperatures will result in the precipitation of 316 
sparingly-soluble metal salts in the seawater. We assumed that a source of 317 
waste heat is already available for the MED regeneration process.  318 
 319 
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The MED process consists in a series of under vacuum evaporators (also called 320 
effects) at decreasing pressure and temperatures, in which vapour is generated 321 
in one effect and condensed in the following one. The thermal energy source that 322 
drives the evaporation process in all effects is the vapour generated in the 323 
previous effect, except in the first one where an external heat source is required. 324 
Distillate is obtained in all evaporators from the condensation of the vapour and 325 
then it is directed to flash boxes in order to exploit its heat content. The remaining 326 
feed water that has not been evaporated passes from one effect to other hence 327 
gets more concentrated.  328 
 329 
The MED system simulated in this work is forward-feed (see Figure 3). In this 330 
design, the vapour and feed solution go in the same direction, from the highest 331 
temperature effect to the lowest temperature effect. Another characteristic of this 332 
design is the preheating of feed solution before the starting point of the process. 333 
Shell and tube heat exchangers are used; feed solution circulates inside the 334 
tubes and a small part of the vapour generated from the evaporator condenses 335 
on the external surface to produce distillate and preheats the feed. 336 
 337 
A computer model was developed to calculate the MED performance based on 338 
energy and mass balances of the feed streams [35-36]. The model was validated 339 
taking into account operating conditions such as Top Brine Temperature (TBT), 340 
inlet salinity and recovery ratio [36]. For the current study, model operation 341 
conditions were modified hence allowing for higher TBT and recovery ratios than 342 
those for seawater desalination, since no fouling is expected in the process of DS 343 
regeneration. The computation of model as well as the equations and the 344 
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There are two options for the design models of MED plants: firstly, to establish 350 
equal areas in all the effects and secondly, to consider constant temperature 351 
difference across the effects. The first option is used for constraining the size of 352 
the effects which is desired to decrease the capital cost of the MED. In this 353 
model, unlike that described in our previous work [36], equal area in all effects 354 
was considered. For the computation of the model, an iteration loop was 355 
implemented in the Matlab software that starts with the temperature profile and 356 
continues until a convergence criterion is achieved. The convergence criterion of 357 
the model should have a maximum difference in effect areas of 1*10-4 in order to 358 
achieve a good accuracy.  359 
 360 
The temperature profile was initially obtained considering equal temperature 361 





where  is the number of effects,  is the vapor temperature generated in the 365 
1st effect and  is the vapor temperature generated in the last effect. The Top 366 
Brine Temperature (TBT) is the maximum temperature reached in the first 367 
evaporator, which corresponds to the maximum temperature of the un-368 
evaporated brine solution through the MED ( ). This temperature is higher than 369 
that of the vapour generated in the evaporator ( ) due to the boiling point 370 
elevation ( ). This parameter increases with the increase in the content of 371 
salts in the treated solution. For the rest of evaporators, the brine temperature 372 
was also determined by the temperature of vapour produced inside the 373 
evaporator and the corresponding BPE. 374 
 375 
The performance of the MED plant is evaluated by the Recovery Ratio ( ) and 376 
the specific thermal consumption, . On one hand, the recovery ratio is the 377 





where  is the total distillate flow rate obtained from the MED plant.  381 
  382 
On the other hand, the specific thermal consumption is defined as the thermal 383 





The total distillate flow rate was determined as the sum of the flows leaving the 387 








The heat transfer provided to the first effect ( ) was calculated by the energy 391 




where  is the temperature of feed water sprayed in the first effect of MED,  is 395 
the mass flow rate of low pressure steam and  is the change in enthalpy related 396 
to the vapour condensation. 397 
 398 
The model was run considering the salinity and feed solution flow rate to the 399 
MED plant and the recovery ratio as inputs. The first two are given by the 400 
characteristics of the DS as it exits the PRO, and the third is the required 401 
concentration for the regeneration. The model results give first the number of 402 
effects ( ) and the  that keep the temperature difference between the MED 403 
effects ( ) in the range of 2-3 ºC, which is the usual driving force used in 404 
MED plants to achieve good thermal efficiencies. Then, it gives the specific 405 
thermal energy consumption, the area of the evaporators and the temperature 406 
profile through the evaporators. 407 
 408 
The following assumptions were considered in the model: 409 
 410 
- Temperature difference of cooling water between the inlet ( ) and the 411 
outlet ( ) through the end condenser was 7.3 ºC 412 
- Cooling water inlet temperature ( ) was 25 ºC 413 
- The temperature difference between the feed solution ( ) and the vapour 414 
generated inside 1st effect ( ) was 3 ºC. 415 
- The initial (before the iteration loop) temperature difference between the 416 
low pressure steam ( ) and the vapour in the 1st effect ( ) was 417 
established as 4 ºC. Then, it changed once and the new temperature 418 
profile was generated by the equal effect areas iteration loop. 419 
 420 
3. Results and discussion 421 
 422 
3.1 Model Calibration 423 
 424 
The PRO model was calibrated using experimental data [12]. The membrane 425 
flux, Jw, and the power density, W, were calculated and compared with the 426 
experimental results [22], using draw solution pressures close to the optimum 427 
value of 2/P . In order to evaluate the impact of the draw solution pressure 428 
on the accuracy of the PRO model, a wide range of hydraulic pressures was 429 
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used for the calibration of the PRO model in the current study. Table 1 shows the 430 
testing parameters for calibrating the PRO model using a cellulose triacetate FO 431 
membrane manufactured by Hydration Technology Innovations, USA [22]. It was 432 
assumed that the same type of PRO membrane was used in the first and the 433 
second stage of the DSPRO process. 434 
 435 
 436 
Table 1: PRO model testing parameters  437 
Parameter  k (m/h) K (h/m) Aw (m/h.bar) B (m/h) 
Value  0.306 115-125 6.7*10-4 4*10-4 
 438 
Jw and W are the key performance parameters of the PRO process; these 439 
parameters were calculated and compared with the experimental results [22]. 440 
The results showed that the experimental and model membrane fluxes, Jw-exp, 441 
and Jw-mod respectively, were in a good agreement with each other [Table 2]. The 442 
percentage difference between Jw-exp, and Jw-mod, %Diff Jw, was between 2.5% 443 
and 9.8%. Apparently, using feed pressures less than 2/  did not affect the 444 
model accuracy. Table 2 also shows that the difference between experimental 445 
and model power density, Wexp and Wmod respectively, were between 3.5% and 446 
9.7%. Generally, the difference between model and experimental power densities 447 
was less than 10%. It should be noted that the difference between the model and 448 
experimental could be due to the fact that the osmotic pressures of the feed 449 
solutions in the experimental work were calculated by OLI Systems Inc. (Morris 450 
Plains, NJ) while the osmotic pressures of the feed solutions in the model were 451 
determined by Van't Hoff equation.  452 
 453 
 454 
Table 2: Model and experimental data of membrane flux and power density 455 



















35* 0 13 7.9 7.7 2.5% 2.9 2.8 3.5% 
2.5 12 6.8 6.2 8.8% 2.3 2.1 8.7% 
5 11 5.6 5.1 8.9% 1.7 1.55 8.8% 
60* 0 24 12.4 12 3.5% 8.3 8.0 3.6% 
2.5 23 10.1 9.5 5.9% 6.5 6.1 6.1% 
5 22.5 8.5 7.8 8.2% 5.3 4.9 7.5% 
35 0 10 10.1 9.4 6.9% 2.8 2.6 7.1% 
2.5 10 7.2 6.7 7.0% 2.0 1.85 7.5% 
5 10 5.5 5.1 7.2% 1.6 1.4 6.7% 
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60 0 15 15.8 15 5.0% 6.8 6.3 7.3% 
2.5 15 12.2 11 9.8% 5.0 4.6 8.8% 




3.2 Single and dual PRO system 460 
 461 
The PRO process optimization was performed taking into account the impact of 462 
the membrane area, draw solution pressure, and DS flow rate. The performance 463 
of single and dual stage CLPRO was evaluated for comparison purposes. The 464 
effect of changing the membrane area on the performance of a single and dual 465 
stage CLPRO process is illustrated in [Figure 4]. The applied draw solution 466 
pressure was 16 bar and the draw and feed solutions flow rates in the first stage 467 
of the PRO process were 5000 L/h. PRO mode membrane orientation was 468 
selected because of the higher PRO performance [21, 27]. For the single stage 469 
CLPRO, the increase of the membrane area resulted in a minor increase in the 470 
water flux of the first stage, Jw1. This was accomplished by increasing the inlet 471 
concentration of DS, CDi1, and the osmotic pressure, 1Di  of the first stage [Figure 472 
4a and 4b]. Jw1 increased from 11.2 L/m2h to 11.6 L/m2h as membrane area 473 
increased from 200 m2 to 300 m2, respectively, because of the larger permeate 474 
flow. The corresponding inlet DS concentrations, CDi1, were 0.86 mol/L and 0.92 475 




, on the 476 
DS side of the membrane approaches a unity at negligible ECP. The results 477 




 decreased slightly below a unity with the increase in 478 
the membrane area indicating a higher ECP effect. Therefore, CDi1 was slightly 479 
increased with the increase of membrane area in order to maintain Jw1 [Figure 4a 480 
and 4b].  481 
 482 
For a DSPRO process, the high membrane flux in the first stage increased the 483 
dilution of DS which in turn affected the water flux in the second stage of the 484 
DSPRO, Jw2 [Figure 4a]. Simulation results show that Jw2 decreased from 5.0 485 
L/m2h to 4.0 L/m2h due to the increase of first stage membrane area, Am1, from 486 
200 m2 to 300 m2. This was attributed to the lower osmotic pressure across the 487 
PRO membrane. The osmotic pressure of the DS in the second stage, 2Di , 488 
decreased from 26 bar to 23.7 bar whereas CDi2 decreased from 0.58 mol/L to 489 
0.52 mol/L as Am1 increased from 200 m2 to 300 m2, respectively [Figure 4a and 490 




of the second stage of the 491 
DSPRO process increased from 0.98 to 0.99 with the increase in the membrane 492 
area, which was an indicative to the lower CP effect. In effect, the decrease of 493 
Jw2 resulted in a lower dilutive ECP at the DS side of the second stage of the 494 




Recovery rates of the first and second stage of the CLPRO process are 497 
illustrated in [Figure 4d]. Results reveal that the recovery rates of the first and the 498 
second stage of the DSPRO, Re1 and Re2, increased with the increase in the 499 
Am1. In this way, Re1 was 45% at 200 m2 membrane area and increased to 70% 500 
at 300 m2, whereas Re2 increased from 27% to 51% as Am1 increased from 200 501 
m2 to 300 m2. The total recovery rate of the DSPRO, Re-tot, was 60% at 200 m2 502 
and increased to 85% at 300 m2. Furthermore, the power density of the first and 503 
second stage, W1 and W2 respectively, were estimated and illustrated in [Figure 504 
4e]. Simulation results revealed that W1 increased from 6 W/m2 to 6.5 W/m2 as 505 
Am1 increased from 200 m2 to 300 m2, whereas W2 decreased from 2.8 W/m2 to 506 
2.3 W/m2 as Am1 increased from 200 m2 to 300 m2 [Figure 4e]. The increase and 507 
decrease, respectively, of W1 and W2, reflected the increase and decrease of Jw1 508 
and Jw2, respectively. The higher the water flux the higher the power density 509 
produced by the PRO membrane. Finally, results show that W2 was 45% of W1 510 
at 200 m2 and decreased to 35% of W1 at 300 m2. For the rest of this study, Am1 511 
was assumed 300 m2 because of the high PRO performance and power density, 512 
























































































Stage 1: e-Jw /k 




































































Figure 4: Impact of membrane area on single and dual stage PRO process a) 530 
impact on the water flux and DS concentration b) effect of inlet and outlet 531 
concentration of DS of single and dual stage CLPRO c) effect on dilutive 532 
concentration polarization d) effect on recovery rate of single and dual stage 533 






The effect of hydraulic pressure, P, on the performance of the first and second 536 
stages of the DSPRO process is illustrated in [Figure 5]. The performance of the 537 
CLPRO process was modelled for a membrane area of 300 m2 and 5000L/h for 538 
QDi1 and QFi1. Water flux of the first stage of the DSPRO process, Jw1, increased 539 
from 7.2 L/m2h to 11.6 L/m2h as draw solution pressure increased from 10 bar to 540 
16 bar, respectively [Figure 5a]. This was due to the increase of the inlet 541 
concentration of DS, CDi1, and the osmotic pressure, 1Di , of the first stage of the 542 
DSPRO process. For example, CDi1 increased from 0.5 mol/L to 0.9 mol/L as the 543 
draw solution pressure increased from 10 bar to 16 bar; the corresponding 
1Di  544 
was 24 bar and 40 bar, respectively [Figure 5b]. For a PRO process operating at 545 
maximum power density, the draw solution pressure increased with the increase 546 
in the osmotic pressure of the salinity gradient resource. In effect, the increase of 547 
CDi1 was essential to provide a sufficient driving force for the increase of Jw1. 548 
Furthermore, the effect of the draw solution pressure on the ECP of the first 549 




function deviated away from a unity with 550 
the increase in the draw solution pressure, which indicated a high ECP effect.  551 
 552 
For the second stage of the DSPRO process, increasing the draw solution 553 
pressure from 10 bar to 16 bar resulted in a slight increase of Jw2 from 3.2 L/m2h 554 
to 4.1 L/m2h. This was attributed to the increase of CDi2 and 2Di , which resulted 555 




was decreased slightly 556 
below a unity as an indicative of the higher ECP effect on the DS side, which was 557 
caused by the high Jw2 [Figure 5c]. The results also show that the recovery rate of 558 
first and second stage, Re1 and Re2 respectively, increased with the increase of 559 
the draw solution pressure from 10 bar to 16 bar. The total recovery rate of the 560 
DSPRO, i.e. the sum of Re1 and Re2, increased from 58% to 85% due to the 561 
increase of draw solution pressure from 10 bar to 16 bar. Regarding PRO power 562 
density, the results are shown in [Figure 5e]. W1 increased about 2.5 times, from 563 
2.5 W/m2 to 6.46 W/m2, due to the draw solution pressure increase from 10 bar 564 
to 16 bar whereas W2 was doubled, from 1.1 W/m2 to 2.3 W/m2, due to the 565 
increase of draw solution pressure from 10 bar to 16 bar. In general, W2 was 566 
about 45% and 35% of W1 at draw solution pressures 10 bar and 16 bar, 567 
respectively. The results show that the performance of the DSPRO process was 568 
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Figure 5: Impact of draw solution pressure on the single and DSPRO 586 
performance a) effect on the water flux and draw solution concentration b) effect 587 
of inlet and outlet concentration of DS of single and dual stage CLPRO c) effect 588 
on dilutive concentration polarization d) effect on the recovery rate of single and 589 
dual stage CLPRO e) effect on power density 590 
 591 
 592 
The effect of the DS flow rate on the performance of CLPRO process was 593 
evaluated at a draw solution pressure of 16 bar and a membrane area of 300 m2 594 
[Figure 6]. The simulation results revealed that the Jw1 remained constant, about 595 
11.6 L/m2h, despite the increase in the DS flow rate from 2000 L/h to 5000 L/h 596 
[Figure 6a]. Previous studies demonstrated that the water flux increases with the 597 
increase of the DS flow rate, QDi1, due to the higher bulk osmotic pressure of the 598 
DS [30, 37]. At the present study, CDi1 and 1Di  decreased with the increase in 599 
the QDi1; CDi1, and 1Di were decreased to maintain a constant Jw1 across the 600 
PRO membrane [Figure 6a and 6b]. As such, the concentration of draw solution 601 
can be decreased at high flow rates; this operating condition would reduce the 602 
effect of CP but on the expense of slightly higher pumping energy.  603 
 604 
For the second stage, the increase of QDi1 resulted in an increase of Jw2 [Figure 605 
6a]. This was attributed to the increase of the concentration and osmotic 606 
pressure of the DS in the second stage of DSPRO [Figure 6b]. Jw2 was 1.6 L/m2h 607 
and 4.2 L/m2h at 2500 L/h and 5000 L/h QDi1 respectively; the corresponding CDi2 608 









change indicating a constant ECP, whereas Jw2 increased with the increase of 611 




effect at 5000 L/h QDi1 [Figure 6c]. For the 612 
second stage of the DSPRO process, the outlet concentration of DS, CDo2, 613 
increased from 0.39 mol/L to 0.42 mol/L due to the increase of QDi1 from 2500 L/h 614 
to 5000 L/h  [Figure 6b].  615 
 616 
For the first stage, Re1 remained constant at 70% with the increase in QDi1 617 
[Figure 6d]. However, the recovery rate of the second stage, Re2, increased from 618 
14% to 51% as a result of the increase in QDi1 from 2500 L/h to 5000 L/h [Figure 619 
6d]. This was attributed to the higher permeation flow in the second stage of the 620 
DSPRO. Re-tot of the DSPRO process also increased with the increase of QDi1 621 
and it reached 85% at a QDi1 of 4500 L/h. Finally, the power density of the first 622 
and second stage of the DSPRO process is illustrated in [Figure 6e]. W1 was 623 
unaffected by the variation of QDi1 from 2500 L/m2 to 5000 L/m2. On the contrary, 624 
W2 increased from 0.9 W/m2 to 2.3 W/m2 due to the increase in QDi1 from 2500 625 
L/m2 to 5000 L/m2. W2 was about 20% to 70% of W1 at 2500 L/m2 and 5000 L/m2 626 
QDi1 respectively. As such, W2 was almost negligible at a QDi1 of 2000 L/m2. This 627 
suggests that reducing QDi1 can significantly affect the performance of the second 628 
stage of the CLPRO process and hence it should be avoided. As such, a QDi1 of 629 
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Figure 6: Impact of draw solution flow rate on the performance of single and dual 644 
stage PRO process a) effect on the water flux and DS concentration b) effect of 645 
inlet and outlet concentration of DS of single and dual stage CLPRO c) effect on 646 
dilutive concentration polarization d) recovery rate effect on single and dual stage 647 






The results showed that dual stage CLPRO performed better than the single 650 
stage CLPRO at all operating conditions. But it should be observed that the draw 651 
solution pressure and the DS flow rate were the most influential parameters in 652 
the first and second stage of the DSPRO, respectively, whereas the membrane 653 
area had low impact on the process performance. In practical terms, the pressure 654 
of the draw solution would be fixed at 2/  in order to increase the power 655 
generation of the first stage while the flow rate of the DS should be increased to 656 
enhance the performance of the second stage of the DSPRO process. 657 
Furthermore, the concentration of draw solution can be decreased at high draw 658 
solution flow rates. The percentage of W1 and W2 variation with the membrane 659 
area, draw solution pressure and DS flow rate are presented in Table 3. The 660 
values shown in column 6 and 7 were calculated as the percentage difference 661 
with the upper value of each stage. In general, the draw solution pressure is the 662 
most influential parameter in the first stage followed by draw solution flow rate 663 
and membrane area, respectively. For example, 61% increase in W1 was 664 
achieved due to the increase of draw solution pressure from 10 bar to 16 bar. 665 
However, the concentration of draw solution should be increased at high draw 666 
solution pressures to maintain enough osmotic potential across the membrane. 667 
For the second stage of the DSPRO, DS flow rate was the most influential 668 
parameter followed by the draw solution pressure and membrane area, 669 
respectively. About the 61% increase of W2 occurred due to the increase of the 670 
DS flow rate from 2500 L/h to 5000 L/h.  671 
 672 
It should be mentioned that the model used for water flux prediction throughout 673 
this study was developed on a flat sheet membrane unit. Therefore, it roughly 674 
estimated water flux in a full scale PRO module since it did not take into account 675 
the impact of water flux along the PRO module, pressure drop, and residence 676 
time effect on the water flux. In such case the results of this study should be 677 
cautiously dealt with to avoid major errors and experimental work is highly 678 
recommended to validate the system performance. Also, the simulation results 679 
showed that W1 was 2 to 3 times more than W2 indicating that the DSPRO 680 
efficiency is mainly based on the performance of the first stage of the DSPRO. 681 
These model results show the influence of membrane area, draw solution 682 
pressure and draw solution flow rate on the power density of the CLPRO 683 
process, thus they can be used in the design of the single and dual stage CLPRO 684 











Table 3: Impact of operating parameters on the inlet concentration of draw 694 
solution to the single and dual stage CLPRO process and power density of single 695 









% Diff W1 
stage 1 
% Diff W2 
stage 2 A (m2) 
200 0.84 0.58 6.20 2.84 -3.9% 0.0% 
220 0.85 0.57 6.27 2.74 -2.9% 3.7% 
240 0.86 0.56 6.33 2.63 -2.0% 7.5% 
260 0.87 0.54 6.38 2.52 -1.2% 11.3% 
280 0.88 0.53 6.42 2.42 -0.6% 15.1% 
300 0.89 0.52 6.46 2.31 0.0% 18.9% 
P (bar)       
10 0.52 0.36 2.52 1.13 -61.0% -50.8% 
11 0.58 0.39 3.05 1.33 -52.7% -42.6% 
12 0.64 0.42 3.63 1.52 -43.8% -34.1% 
13 0.70 0.45 4.26 1.72 -34.0% -25.6% 
14 0.76 0.47 4.94 1.92 -23.4% -17.0% 
15 0.83 0.50 5.67 2.11 -12.1% -8.4% 
16 0.89 0.52 6.46 2.31 0.0% 0.0% 
QDi1 (L/h)       
2500 1.00 0.42 6.46 0.90 - -60.9% 
3000 0.97 0.45 6.46 1.34 - -42.0% 
3500 0.94 0.47 6.46 1.67 - -27.6% 
4000 0.92 0.49 6.46 1.93 - -16.4% 
4500 0.90 0.51 6.46 2.14 - -7.4% 




3.3 MED regeneration system 700 
 701 
The MED model described in Section 2.3 was considered for the draw solution 702 
regeneration. The effect of PRO membrane area on the MED performance was 703 
evaluated using 16 bar as the draw solution pressure and a draw solution flow 704 
rate of 5000 L/h [Figure 7]. The recovery rate of the MED process increased with 705 
the increase of the PRO membrane area [Figure 7a]. At a membrane area of 300 706 
m2, the maximum recovery rate of single stage CLPRO, Re1, was 46.5% which is 707 
8% lower than the recovery rate of the dual stage CLPRO, Re2. The TBT of the 708 
MED plant was 73 oC at Re1 of 46.5%, and increased to 76 oC at Re2 of 50.2% 709 
[Figure 7a]. For a single stage PRO process, TBT increased from 67 oC to 73 oC 710 
due to the increase of Re1 from 35.8% to 46.5%, respectively. For a dual stage 711 
CLPRO process, TBT was 71 oC and 76 oC at Re2 40.7% and 50.2%, 712 
respectively. Therefore, the TBT for a single stage CLPRO was 4% and 6% lower 713 
than that for a dual stage CLPRO process at a draw solution pressure of 10 bar 714 
and 16 bar, respectively. Dual stage CLPRO process, in practice, requires higher 715 
TBT than single stage PRO due to the higher recovery rates achieved by the 716 
former process. The Specific Thermal Consumption (STC) represents the thermal 717 
28 
 
power required for saline water purification. Figure 8b shows the STC for the 718 
regeneration of DS in a single and dual stage CLPRO. STC for a single stage was 719 
higher than that for a dual stage CLPRO process [Figure 7b]. STC for the single 720 
stage CLPRO process decreased from 67 kWh/m3 at 200 m2 to 51 kWh/m3 at 721 
300 m2. For the dual stage CLPRO process, STC decreased from 61 kWh/m3 at 722 
200 m2 to 48 kWh/m3 at 300 m2. The results reveal that STC for the dual stage 723 
CLPRO was lower than that for the single stage. However, that was on the 724 
expense of the higher heat transfer area, Aeff, required for the dual stage CLPRO 725 
process [Figure 7b], which is disadvantageous due to the fact that the increase of 726 
the Aeff lead to a rise in the capital cost of the MED process. Results in Table 4 727 
show the number of effects of MED plant suggested for draw solution 728 
regeneration. Obviously, the number of effects of the MED plant for the 729 
regeneration of DS from a dual stage CLPRO was higher than that for the single 730 
stage CLPRO process. This also suggests that the MED capital cost for draw 731 
solution regeneration would be higher in the case of a dual stage CLPRO 732 
process. PW-MED represents the electric energy required for the draw solution 733 
regeneration by the MED process, which is considered about 1.2 kWh/m3 [39]. 734 
The ratio of PW-PRO/PW-MED was 103% and 127% for the single and dual stage 735 
CLPRO, respectively [Figure 7c]. PW-PRO/PW-MED ratio over hundred was an 736 
indicative of a positive power generation; i.e. power generation by CLPRO is 737 
higher than the power consumption for the regeneration of DS. Results show that 738 
the PW-PRO/PW-MED ratio increased to 162% and 186% for the single and dual 739 
stage CLPRO, respectively. Apparently, the energy efficiency of the dual stage 740 
CLPRO was higher than that of the single stage, which will potentially pay off for 741 

















































































































Figure 7: Impact of CLPRO membrane area on the specifications of MED thermal 750 
plant a) effect on recovery rate and TBT b) effect on specific thermal 751 
consumption and heat transfer area c) effect of membrane area on the energy 752 
efficiency  753 
 754 
 755 
The impact of the draw solution pressure on the performance of the MED 756 
regeneration plant was evaluated using a membrane area of 300 m2 and a QDi1 of 757 
5000 L/h [Figure 8]. Re1 and Re2 increased with the increase in the PRO 758 
membrane area. However, Re2 was 16% higher than Re1 at a draw solution 759 
pressure of 10 bar. The TBT required for the DS regeneration in a dual stage 760 
CLPRO was higher than that required in a single stage CLPRO [Figure 8a]. 761 
Furthermore, at a draw solution pressure of 16 bar, Re2 was 10% higher than 762 
Re1 whereas the TBT required for the DS regeneration in the dual stage CLPRO 763 
was only 4% higher than that required for the DS regeneration in the single stage 764 
CLPRO. The TBT required for the regeneration of DS was 69 oC and 72 oC for 765 
the single and the dual stage CLPRO processes, respectively [Figure 8a]. These 766 
TBT’s were almost within the range of operating temperatures required in the 767 
thermal energy source for commercial MED plants. 768 
 769 
The STC for the draw solution regeneration of the single stage CLPRO process 770 
was 77 kWh/m3 and 55 kWh/m3 at a draw solution pressure of 10 bar and 16 bar, 771 
respectively [Figure 8b]. This was higher than the STC required for the draw 772 
solution regeneration of the dual stage CLPRO process: 69 kWh/m3 and 51 773 
kWh/m3 at 10 bar and 16 bar, respectively. Furthermore, the dual stage required 774 




the difference of Aeff between the single stage and the dual stage CLPRO 776 
process decreased at a draw solution pressure of 16 bar [Figure 8c]. Table 4 777 
shows the number of effects of the MED plant, in which it can be seen that 778 
between 11 and 15 effects were required for the regeneration of DS in the single 779 
stage CLPRO whereas between 12 and 18 effects were required in the MED for 780 
the regeneration of DS in the dual stage CLPRO. 781 
 782 
The results also showed a PW-PRO/PW-MED ratio ration over a hundred percent, 783 
indicating a positive power generation, i.e. power generation by the CLPRO was 784 
higher than the electric power consumption by the MED process for regenerating 785 
the DS [Figure 8c]. For the single and dual stage CLRPO, the PW-PRO/PW-MED 786 
ratio increased with the increase of the draw solution pressure from 10 bar to 16 787 
bar. At a draw solution pressure of 16 bar, the ratio of PW-PRO/PW-MED was 132% 788 
and 157% for the single and dual stage CLPRO process, respectively. Indeed, 789 
the dual stage CLPRO process was more energy efficient than the single stage 790 
process. It should be noted that the difference of the PW-PRO/PW-MED ratio between 791 
the single and dual stage CLPRO process increased with the increase in the feed 792 
pressure. Thus, the efficiency of the dual stage CLPRO process increases with 793 














































































































Figure 8: Impact of CLPRO draw solution pressure on the specifications of MED 802 
thermal plant a) effect on recovery rate and TBT b) effect on specific thermal 803 
consumption and heat transfer area c) effect of membrane area on the energy 804 





   806 
 807 
Figure 9 shows the impact of the draw solution flow rate, QDi1, on the 808 
performance of the CLPRO process at a draw solution pressure of 16 bar and a 809 
PRO membrane area of 300 m2. Re1 and Re2 decreased with the increase in QDi1 810 
from 2500 L/h to 5000 L/h. However, Re2 was always higher than Re1 but the 811 
difference between Re1 and Re2 increased with the increase in QDi1 [Figure 9a]. 812 
Furthermore, the TBT of the MED regeneration process for the single stage 813 
CLPRO process was unaffected by the increase of QDi1. However, this was on 814 
the expense of higher STC at high QDi1 [Table 4]. In the case of the dual stage 815 
CLPRO process, the TBT of the MED was very sensitive to the change of QDi1. In 816 
general, the TBT of the MED unit treating a diluted draw solution from a single 817 
stage CLPRO process was lower than that from a dual stage CLPRO process. At 818 
a draw solution pressure of 16 bar, the TBT of the MED plant was 72 oC and 76 819 
oC for a single and dual stage CLPRO, respectively. These TBTs were slightly 820 
higher than that normally used in the commercial MED plants. The results also 821 
revealed that the STC for the DS regeneration from the single stage CLPRO 822 
process was higher than that for the DS regeneration from the dual stage CLPRO 823 
[Figure 9b]. However, Aeff of the MED was higher for the dual stage CLPRO 824 
[Figure 9b] but the difference in Aeff between the single stage and the dual stage 825 
CLPRO process slightly decreased with the increase in the QDi1. Thus, applying 826 
high draw solution flow rates would decrease the capital cost of the MED plant.  827 
 828 
The ratio of PW-PRO/PW-MED for a single stage CLPRO process remained constant 829 
at 161% despite the increase of QDi1 [Figure 9c]. For the dual stage CLPRO, the 830 
ratio of PW-PRO/PW-MED was 171% at 2500 L/h but increased to 195% at 5000 L/h 831 
QDi1. This suggests that dual stage CLRPO process was more energy efficient 832 
than the single stage CLPRO process especially at higher QDi1. At 5000 L/h QDi1, 833 
the ratio of PW-PRO/PW-MED for the dual stage CLPRO was 21% higher than that for 834 
the single stage CLPRO process. MED regeneration of the DS resulted in a 835 
positive PRO power generation assuming that the power consumption in the 836 
MED process was mainly electrical whereas thermal energy provided by a source 837 
of waste heat.  838 
 839 
The dual stage CLPRO process is more energy efficient than the single stage 840 
CLPRO but it requires higher TBT and heat transfer area for the regeneration of 841 
the draw solution by the MED process. The range of TBT for the regeneration of 842 
DS was between 67 oC and 75 oC for the dual stage CLPRO which will not affect 843 
the operation cost of the MED plant if a free source of waste heat is available. 844 
Interestingly, the STC of MED for treatment of DS from the dual stage CLPRO 845 
was lower than that of MED for treatment of DS from the single stage CLPRO. 846 
This emphasizes the superiority of dual stage CLPRO process over the single 847 
stage CLPRO process. The results suggest that dual stage CLPRO coupling with 848 
the MED process can be a viable option for power generation from a salinity 849 
gradient resource. The system can be also used for energy storage. In this case, 850 
a source of thermal energy would be applied for the regeneration of draw and 851 
34 
 
feed solution by the MED process. This energy can be recovered later on by 852 











































































































Figure 9: Effect of CLPRO DS flow rate on the specifications of MED thermal 862 
plant a) effect on recovery rate and TBT b) effect on specific thermal 863 
consumption and heat transfer area c) effect of membrane area on the energy 864 







Table 4: Impact of CLPRO operating parameters on the specific thermal 868 
consumption and number of effects of the single and dual stage CLPRO process  869 
 870 
Parameter Single stage CLPRO Dual stage CLPRO 
A (m2) STC  
kWh/m3 
No. Effects STC  
kWh/m3 
No. Effects 
200 66.99 13 61.2 14 
220 62.73 14 57.72 15 
240 59.17 15 54.74 16 
260 56 16 52.08 17 
280 53.29 17 49.81 18 
300 50.85 18 47.76 19 
P bar  
10 76.7 11 69.29 12 
11 71.41 12 64.99 13 
12 67.14 13 61.31 14 
13 63.37 14 58.16 15 
14 60.11 15 55.4 16 
15 57.22 16 52.98 17 
16 54.74 15 50.87 18 
QDi1 L/h  
3000 58.16 14 55.08 15 
3500 58.99 14 55.42 15 
4000 59.59 14 55.79 15 
4500 60.28 14 56.14 15 
5000 60.83 14 56.47 15 
 871 
 872 
4. Conclusions  873 
 874 
CLPRO process was suggested for power generation using single and dual stage 875 
configuration. A computer model was developed to predict the performance of 876 
the DSPRO process. The effect of membrane area, DS flow rate and draw 877 
solution pressure on the performance of the DSPRO process was investigated. 878 
Simulation results revealed that the effect of the draw solution pressure on the 879 
performance of the first stage was higher than the effect of other parameters. On 880 
the other hand, the DS flow rate was the most influential parameters in the 881 
second stage. As such, the draw solution pressure needs to be optimized during 882 
the design of a DSPRO process.  883 
 884 
Regardless the regeneration process, the dual stage CLPRO process 885 
outperformed the single stage CLPRO process, which underlined the superiority 886 
of the former system for power generation by osmotic energy. The power density 887 
of the DSPRO process was 43% more than that generated by the single stage 888 
CLPRO process. Furthermore, the simulation results showed that the MED 889 
37 
 
system requires about 3 oC higher temperature for the regeneration of the draw 890 
solution in the dual stage CLPRO process. This thermal process would be 891 
feasible as a heat engine when an affordable source of low grade heat is 892 
available. In terms of capital costs, it would be slightly higher in the case of dual 893 
stage CLPRO due to the larger membrane and heat transfer areas of the PRO-894 
MED system but capital cost increase will be paid off over time due to the higher 895 
energy efficiency of the dual stage CLPRO process.  896 
 897 
Appendix 1: Equations of the MED model. 898 
 899 
The MED model is described elsewhere [36-37], but some equations have been 900 
particularized for this study. 901 
 902 
The area of each evaporator ( ) was determined by calculating the 903 
temperature difference between the un-evaporated brine in the effect  ( ) and 904 
the vapour that comes from the preceding effect and enters in the effect  ( ), 905 
and the heat transfer rate provided to the effect  ( ). Likewise, rate of heat 906 
transfer is equal to the change in enthalpy related to the condensation of the 907 




where  is the total heat transfer coefficient, which is obtained by the 911 
correlation suggested in our previous work [37], and  is the vapour mass flow 912 
rate going to the bundle tube of each effect, which consists of the total vapour 913 
generated by boiling of the brine ( ), flashing of the brine ( ) and 914 
flashing of the distilled water in the flash box ( ), all of it minus the vapour 915 




Each mass flow rate of the previous equation ( ), is determined by energy 919 
balances in the effects, the preheaters and the flash boxes. 920 
 921 
The vapour consumed in the preheater, , is condensed releasing latent heat 922 
 (at a temperature ) which is utilized to heat the feed water flowing through 923 




where  is the feed water temperature in the bundle tube of a preheater , and 927 




In the case of preheaters, it was assumed an equal temperature difference 930 





where  is the number of preheaters, which is considered equal to . 934 
 935 
Additionally, mass flow rate of the vapour generated in each evaporator is 936 




 is the mass flow rate of the brine solution after flashing once it enters the 940 
effect (at a higher pressure than that one inside the effect),  is the latent heat 941 
of vaporization at  and  is the un-evaporated brine temperature after 942 








where  is the vaporization latent heat at . 949 
 950 
Both mass flow rates ( , ) were considered zero in the first effect, since in 951 
this case the feed solution enters at a temperature below saturation (sub-cooled); 952 
i.e. no vapour is produced by the flashing process. 953 
 954 
 is the mass flow rate of the brine that leaves each effect and enters the 955 




Finally, the mass flow rate of the vapour produced through flashing of the 959 





where  is the vaporization latent heat at  and is the distillate mass flow 963 
rate leaving each flash box, which was determined from the following mass 964 
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Abbreviation  Full Meaning 
CLPRO Closed-Loop Pressure Retarded Osmosis 
MED Multi-Effect Distillation 
RO Reverse Osmosis 
PRO Pressure Retarded Osmosis 
RED Reverse Electrodialysis 
DS Draw Solution 
FS Feed Solution 
CP Concentration Polarization 
DSPRO Dual Stage Pressure Retarded Osmosis 
SSPRO Standard Single Stage Pressure Retarded Osmosis 
ERD Energy Recovery Device 
TBT Top Brine Temperature 
BPE boiling point elevation 
RR Recovery Ratio 
STC Specific Thermal Consumption 
 977 
Nomenclature  978 
 979 
Nomenclature Full Meaning 
Qp PRO permeate flow rate (m3/h) 
Db  
osmotic pressure of the bulk draw solution (bar) 
Fb  
osmotic pressure of the feed draw solution (bar) 
k mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 
Am PRO membrane area (m2) 
Aw water permeability coefficient (L/m2h bar) 
∆P hydraulic pressure  difference (bar) 
∆π osmotic pressure gradient (bar) 
B solute permeability coefficient (m/h) 
K solute resistivity for diffusion within porous  support layer (s/m) 
Jw membrane flux (L/m2h) 
T feed temperature (K) 
mn molar concentration of nth ion species 
40 
 
CNab bulk concentration of Na ion (mg/L) 
CClb bulk concentration of Cl ion (mg/L) 
MwNa molecular weight of Na (mg/M) 
MwCl molecular weight of Cl (mg/M) 
CDi inlet concentration of draw solution (mg/L) 
CDo outlet concentration of draw solution (mg/L) 
QDi inlet flow rate of draw solution (L/h) 
QDo outlet flow rate of draw solution (L/h) 
Cp permeate concentration (mg/L) 
W power density (W/m2) 
Cp permeate concentration (mg/L) 
Pw power generation (kW) 
Re PRO recovery rate  
QF feed flow rate (L/h) 
QP permeate flow rate (L/h) 
∆π osmotic pressure gradient (bar) 
Es-RO specific power consumption of RO (kWh/m3) 
Pf RO feed pressure (bar) 
Pp RO permeate pressure (bar) 
PW-RO RO power consumption (kWh) 
η Pump efficiency 
Qhpp feed flow rate of high pressure pump (m3/h) 
Qbp feed flow rate of booster pump (m3/h) 
Qsp feed flow rate of supply pump (m3/h) 
Pbpin inlet pressure of booster pump (bar) 
Phpp outlet pressure of high pressure pump (bar) 
Pf-hpp  pressure of feed flow to the high pressure pump (bar) 
Pf-sp  pressure of feed flow to supply pump (bar) 
ηhpp efficiency of high pressure pump 
ηbp efficiency of booster pump 
ηsp efficiency of supply pump 
N number of effects 
Nph number of preheaters 
 vapor temperature generated in the i effect (ºC) 
 vapor temperature generated in the last effect (ºC) 
 brine temperature of un-evaporated solution through MED (ºC) 
 temperature difference in MED effects (ºC) 
Tf temperature of feed water (ºC) 
 cooling water inlet temperature (ºC) 
 cooling water outlet temperature (ºC) 
 temperature of low pressure steam (ºC) 
  feed water temperature in the bundle tube of a preheater  
 temperature difference between preheaters (ºC) 
 un-evaporated brine temperature after flashing (ºC) 




 total heat transfer coefficient (W 
 heat transfer provided to the i-effect of MED 
Ms flow rate of low pressure steam mass 
Mprod total distillate flow rate 
Mf mass flow rate of feed solution sprayed in 1st effect 
 enthalpy change related to the vapor condensation 
 latent heat of vaporization 
 vapour mass flow rate going to the bundle tube of each effect 
 vapour mass flow rate generated by boiling of the brine 
 vapour mass flow rate generated by flashing of the brine 
 vapour mass flow rate generated by flashing of the distillate 
water 
 vapour mass flow rate consumed in preheater  
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